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AssistEdge - A Holistic Automation Platform

Journey Towards Automation Singularity

Automation Singularity refers to a customer-centric workforce of the future that opens up a new 
horizon of endless possibilities.

It has the potential to bring the humans and the evolved digital workers closer than they have ever 
come before. This unified human-digital workforce will represent a powerful blend of advanced 
capabilities that will drive the enterprise of the future. Businesses must prepare for this next big leap in 
automation.
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AssistEdge is a leading automation platform with advanced AI capabilities offering a comprehensive 
suite of products across Process Discovery, RPA and Orchestration.

AssistEdge RPA 18.0 is an enterprise-grade product that excels in enabling businesses adapt to market 
challenges that demand scalability, security, intelligence and innovation. It spans across the automation 
continuum from deterministic through intelligent to human-empowered automation.



Key Highlights

Computer Vision & OCR Services on tap 
Automate processes involving extraction of information embedded in documents like 
images, handwritten notes, prints & scans using cognitive services on tap

Contextual Intelligence 
Albie enables digital workers to observe, learn and solve business problems. It empowers 
human workers with contextual insights, to identifying process redesigning opportunities.   

Business Intelligence Dashboards
Framework to capture business-relevant data for creating dashboards around historic 
information, forecasts & business impacts (e.g. invoice clearance rate, amount cleared etc.)

Smart Resource Management 
Predictive alerts around bot performance and SLA failures with ability to scale dynamically 
for increased bot reliability. Bots can now be managed on the move via iPad

Expanded Automation Footprint 
Coverage of Citrix farms/ VDI increase ability to expand automation across the enterprise. 
Out-of-the-box multi-lingual support, including Japanese, Spanish & French

Enterprise-grade Security
GDPR ready. Integrated with CyberArk credential vault, SAML and OpenID Connect-based 
authentication. Introduction of access modes to prevent unauthorized access

AssistEdge RPA 18.0 - Key Features
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Case Studies
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Download our case study to know how AssistEdge RPA delivered automation at scale for a global health 
technology leader.
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to download the 
case study

$500,000
Saved in 6 months

Download our case study to know how AssistEdge RPA helped a global financial services organization 
leverage Automation and achieve 8X productivity in 6 months.
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